The study found that the intelligent mobile phone technology of malicious code
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Abstract: This paper studies the development trend of intelligent mobile phone, confirmed the necessity of research on intelligent mobile phone malicious code. Study on the detection technology, proposed intelligent mobile phone regular networks and random networks based on malicious code propagation model, propagation mechanism is studied. Set up a perfect malicious code discovery and defense system model, at different levels is put forward that different, prove the necessity of scanning algorithm and Semantic Detection Algorithm for eigenvalue. To improve the security of the whole communication network.

Overview

Although the harm of intelligent mobile phone malware is not very serious, but relates to personal data and the issues of cost, but with the increasing proportion of data services, intelligent mobile phone platform to the operation of the PC machine platform, if we do not timely malicious code found and defense method, intelligent mobile phone malware will affect the whole communication network security. Therefore, we need to come up with the perfect solution to the problem of intelligent mobile phone malicious code.

Discovery technology

At present, the intelligent mobile phone common malicious code found methods mainly refer to PC malicious code analysis techniques. On the current situation, modern intelligent mobile phone antivirus product basically can achieve efficient real-time scanning monitor, killing the virus, update the virus database, its basic communication equipment related to the increasingly approaching perfection. But previous antivirus means basically is based on signature scanning technology, this technology has many advantages, but for unknown malicious code is incapable of action, and that means more passive defense. Therefore, we need to establish a malicious code detection system, the traditional passive defense style and active monitoring defense together, try to find all the malicious code.

Figure 1 is the propagation path of mobile phone virus and found the technology principle, according to the pie chart shows: prevention we can achieve different malicious code in different levels; Internet, data stream, firewall monitoring, mobile gateway security filtering and reporting system, virus protection, Trojan worm, harassing phone spam, private data confidential.

The way of finding Smart phone virus

Figure 1 the discovery of Communication network and mobile phone's viruses

Figure 1 is the propagation path of mobile phone virus and found the technology principle, according to the pie chart shows: prevention we can achieve different malicious code in different levels; Internet, data stream, firewall monitoring, mobile gateway security filtering and reporting system, virus protection, Trojan worm, harassing phone spam, private data confidential.
ways. Such as the short message of malicious code can use the firewall technology, the Trojan can use antivirus software, in addition, the intelligent mobile phone and Internet are connected, we propose immune solutions on the part of malicious code.

**Discovery model**

We can put the intelligent mobile phone malicious code detection technology is divided into five levels, as shown in Figure 2, propose corresponding at every level. The proposed model is terminal, gateway, network integration defense.

![Figure 2 Model of malicious code found in smart phones](image)

**Malicious code detection layer**

Malicious code detection layer the main detection has invaded the malicious code inside the mobile phone. Emphasis is on the detection of malicious code, clear.

**Scan code feature.** Scan code feature is the detection of malicious code found most commonly in detection technology, it has been widely used in various anti-virus software provider, is now the main way of application of anti-virus software. It mainly includes two parts: the construction of characteristic database, scanning algorithm.

The advantages of this detection method can be used as antivirus tools; don't need specialized software, use the edit software can also killing malicious code, provides convenience for not understanding the malicious code; the name can identify virus; low false detection rate. Another comparison method, experimental infection and detection method based on behavior semantic.

**Method based on semantics.** To test for the virus to take advantage of the unique behavior of the virus. When malicious code with the normal data flow to the mobile phone, the behavioral semantics can extract the monitoring objectives. These semantic extraction. In the array, and the semantic value and weighted to preserve the original, and then compared with the previous situation according to the established threshold, if more than a threshold value, it is judged to be malicious code behavior. Scan code and characteristics of this method have different approaches but equally satisfactory results of the wonderful, but they are different in essence. Signature scanning is malicious code feature library based behavior, and behavior detection is based on the semantic rules of the extracted. Each feature corresponds to a virus, and a semantic rule is corresponding to a kind of virus. So compared with the signature scanning, the behavioral semantics test can detect unknown virus, detection and protection against malicious code plays a profound role. Figure 3 is the behavior semantic technology structure graph. The client agent belonging to the core part, responsible for the comparison of the information received and threshold. If malicious code, database for storing semantic features. Console receives client proxy to the information, to upgrade the database.

**Backup and recovery layer**

The proposed some methods and ideas of some malicious code detection, but for mobile phone users, the most important is how to find the malicious code, but how to restore the function of
Because the application of intelligent mobile phone is poor, so we can according to different devices and operating system, some important program backup in the public platform. The user can download according to need. The SMS, contacts and other related to the data part, only need and PC directory manager business as synchronization can be synchronized.

**Real-time monitoring layer**

This layer is a preventive function, is the main entrance, the intelligent mobile phone data. Compared with the detection layer mentioned earlier, real-time monitoring layer belongs to the active defense. In real life, way of malicious code intelligent mobile phone mainly have Internet access, short color information service, Email service, information sharing (USB and Bluetooth), this layer of focus can monitor these ports, in order to reduce the intrusion of malicious code, and the malicious code to intercept, recording its behavior. Provide material for feature database updates. Monitoring of harmful information flow including the inflow and outflow of invasion and illegal behavior. Intrusion detection system is shown in figure 4.

**Vulnerability Management layer**

Vulnerability, as the name suggests, is a kind of defect. This defect is like a system error, accompanied by the operating system or install the system to produce, can not be completely eliminated, can only minimize. In addition to software, mobile phone will also have their own vulnerability, vulnerability prevention mainly patch repair by the supplier updates, and operating system in the updated revision. As the PC machine, with the intelligent mobile phone operating system updates, bug form also change rapidly. Therefore, our study on vulnerability to operating system, different release.

**Digital Immune layer**

The main function of Digital Immune layer is to prevent malicious code from the network. Because of all kinds of malicious code from the network, if we all of its eigenvalues, then there will
be a large amount of data needs to be calculated, so we adopt direct immune, nip in the bud. We first collect the digital signature immune information, stored in the immune information database, when users need to download and install the software, immune verification platform according to the database information to verify the download software is embedded in the malicious code. If it is found that the known malicious code, can be directly processed in immune verification platform; if found the unknown malicious code, sending the query to the malicious code into the superior processing mechanism, the combination of heuristic scanning technologies, according to the current database and past experience, produce new defensive measures, then return to update the database.

Summary

This paper established a perfect malicious code discovery and defense system model. This model is of the intelligent mobile phone, communication network, prevent gateway integration. It relates to the mobile phone equipment manufacturers, network operators, antivirus software vendors. For each layer, we present a different approach. In practical applications, we put these methods, combined with active protection and passive protection, combined with the unknown and known detection, basically can be completely protection.
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